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Rescued
By Norman
Norman C.
C. Simon

A recent
recent decision
decision of the
the U.S.
U.S.
Court of Appeals
for
the
Appeals for the Second
Second
Circuit,
Google
Circuit,Rescuecom
Rescuecom Corp.
Corp. v.
v. Google

Inc., No.
No. 06-4881,
06-4881, F.3d
F.3d (2d Cir.
Cir.
April
3,
2009),
has
clarified
precApril 3, 2009),
edent that had
had been
been assumed
assumed to
foreclose Lanham Act challenges
challenges
to the
the surreptitious
surreptitious use
use of tradetrademarks to compete
compete in
in cyberspace.
cyberspace.
In
2005 decision,
decision, 1-800
1-800 Contacts
Contacts
In aa 2005
v. WhenU.com,
414
F.3d
400, the
WhenU.com, 414 F.3d 400,
Second
Circuit
dismissed
Second
dismissed a LanLanham Act action against
an online
against an
marketer because
because the challenged
activity — alleged
alleged use of a trademark to
to generate
generate pop-up
pop-up Web
Web
mark
ads
ads for competitors — was not a
“use in commerce”
commerce” under
under the
the statstatute. District
District courts uniformly
uniformly read
1-800 as
as holding
holding that
that internal
internal
1-800
cyber-use
of a trademark is never
cyber-use of
actionable under
under the
the Lanham
Lanham Act.
(For more
more on
onthe
the1-800
1-800case,
case,see,
see,
“WhenU
“WhenU Helps Keyword CompaCompanies
Clearly” in
in the
nies See
See Clearly”
the August
August
2005
2005 issue
issue of
of e-Commerce
e-Commerce Law
& Strategy;
Strategy; www.ljnonline.com/
www.ljnonline.com/
issues/ljn_ecommerce/22_4/
news/144951-1.html.)
In
In the
the wake
wake of
ofRescuecom,
Rescuecom, that
interpretation
interpretation has
has been
been rejected,
rejected,
and advertisers
advertisers have
potent
and
have aa potent
weapon to
protect their
their tradetradeweapon
to protect
marks against
against unfair
unfair competition
competition
on the
the Web.
Web.

1-800 aNd
Its
and I
ts ProgeNy
Progeny
1-800
1-800 involved aa Lanham
Lanham Act
Act
challenge to the
challenge
the defendant’s
defendant’s use
use
to monitor
monitor
of proprietary software to
Internet activity
activity for the
a user’s
user’s Internet
continued on
on page
page 6

Needs One

By Jay
Jay M. Jaffe

T

T

oday,
our work and
oday, our
and personal
personal lives are in a permanent state
state of collision, and
nowhere is that more
more evident
evident than
than online
onlineininsocial
socialnetworks.
networks.Chances
Chances are,
are,
the younger members
members of
of your firm grew
grew up
up managing
managing their
their personal
personal relarelationships
Facebook —
— and
and still
still do. Now it looks
tionships through
through MySpace
MySpace and Facebook
looks as
as if the rest
of your attorneys and employees
employeesare,
are,or
orwill
will be
be in
in the
the near
near future,
future, following
following suit.
In
In the
the past
past few
few months,
months,Facebook
Facebook has
has aged
aged up.
up. According
According to
to statistics
statistics released
released
by the Web site, the number of
of Americans
Americans over 35,
35, 45 and 55 on Facebook
Facebook is exploding. In
reported that in the 60 prior
In late
late March,
March, Facebook
Facebook reported
prior days,
days, the number
of people on the
the site
site over
over the
the age
age of 35 had nearly doubled. In total,
total, about
about 200
200
million
millionpeople
peopleare
areregistered
registered users
users of
of Facebook.
Facebook.
Social
networks in general are experiencing galloping growth.
Social networks
growth. As
As of
of February,
February,
LinkedIn had more than 35
35 million
millionregistered
registered users.
users. Twitter now has
has about
about 10
10
million
million users.
users. All are
are places
places where people — including your
your staff
staff —
— are
are congrecongregating
insight, maybe
maybe aa good
good joke
joke and,
gating to share
share news,
news, insight,
and, if they’re
they’re not
not cautious,
cautious,
information that
damaging to
to your
your client relationships
relationships or
or your firm.
that may
may be damaging

Not
WheN
NotIf,
IfBut
, But
When
Even
Even ifif your law
law firm
firmhasn’t
hasn’t codified
codifiedthe
theway
wayemployees
employees are
are engaging
engaging online,
even
page or
or LinkedIn
LinkedIn group,
even ifif your firm
firm doesn’t
doesn’t have
have an official blog,
blog, Facebook page
even if you’re at a firm
firm that blocks
to social
social networks
networks entirely
entirely (and we urge
blocks access
access to
you to reconsider that policy
policy quickly),
quickly),your
youremployees
employees are
are already
already there.
Being engaged
in social
social networks
networks has
has enormous
enormous value
value for
for your
your firm. Through
engaged in
them, you can establish
establish thought
thought leadership,
leadership, find
find new recruits, provide
provide aa more efficient way for potential clients to find you online, and participate in and monitor
discussions
about the
the issues
issuesthat
thatimpact
impactyour
your clients
clients and
and your
your firm.
firm.
discussions about
Achieving those benefits,
benefits, however,
however, requires
requires participation
participation by members
members of your
firm.
firm. This group
group extends
extends beyond your marketing
marketing and
and public
public relations
relations representarepresentatives or aa single
single spokesperson
spokespersonfor
for your
your firm,
firm, all of whom
whom are
are already well versed in
the strategic and
and prudent
prudent disclosure of information.
information.Best
Best practices
practices can be applied
continued on
on page
page 2
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Social
Media
Policies
Social
Media
Policies
continued from
from page
page 1

firm-wide that
that help
help achieve
achieve your
your
firm-wide

business
goals and
and protect
protect the
the firm.
business goals
For starters, that means understandboth the
the legal
legal ramifications
ramifications of
ing both
online engagement
engagement and the fuzzier,
fuzzier,
but no
no less
less important, implications
implications
of the use
of the
the virtual
virtual microphone
use of
or TV station to enhance your firm’s
reputation.
The first thing
thing you
you must
must do
do is
is create aa social
social media
media policy
policy — or modify
ify an existing policy
policy that
that is
is free and
available
for you to borrow.
available for

hoW
How to
toBuIld
Builda a
socIal
SocialMedIa
MediaPolIcy
Policy
At Jaffe,
public relations agency
Jaffe, aa public
agency
serving
the legal
legal community,
community,
serving only the
we implemented
implemented our social
social media
media
policy over
over aa year ago when we realized that, as
alized
as communicators,
communicators, our

employees
were engaging
engaging in
in online
employees were
conversations
every day.
conversations every
day. We
We were
conversing with
bloggers to
proconversing
with bloggers
to promote our clients,
clients, and
and many
many of us
us
mote
were joining
joining and
and participating
participating in
were
virtual professional
professional networks,
networks, such
such
as
Legal OnRamp
OnRamp and
and LinkedIn.
LinkedIn. It
as Legal
made
sense to
to us
us to
to map out some
made sense
some
guidelines for our
our team.
team.
Last
fall, we made
made our
our policy availLast fall,
able
able for free
free downloading
downloading through
through
our Web
Web site,
site,www.jaffeassociates.
www.jaffeassociates.
com.
You can
can adapt
adapt itit as
as your
your own
com. You
or, if you
you want,
want, comb
comb through
through the
the
or,
numerous examples of such policies
written
written by
byorganizations
organizationssuch
such as
as Sun
Sun
Microsystems — where thousands of
employees
havetheir
their own
own blogs —
employees have
the U.S.
Navy or
or Harvard Law School
U.S. Navy
(see,
http://twitpwr.com/2Ff/).
(see, http://twitpwr.com/2Ff/).
Based
Based on our experience
experience at
at Jaffe,
Jaffe,
we understood that
that any
any company’s
company’s
social media
should reflect
reflect
social
media policy should
the culture of the firm.
firm. For
For example,
example,
Microsoft’s social
Microsoft’s
social media
media policy
policy is
simply “Be Smart.”
And, while
while that
Smart.” And,
may work
for Microsoft,
Microsoft, law
law
may
work well for
firms, as
as you
know, must
must adadfirms,
you well know,
here to different
different standards.
standards.
Jay M.
M. Jaffe is aa member
member of
of this publication’s Board of
of Editors
Editors and
and PresiPresident and
and CEO
CEO of
ofJaffe
Jaffe Associates,
Associates, a
totally
totally virtual
virtual PR
PR firm serving only the
legal profession. He can
can be
be reached
reached
at jaffej@jaffeassociates.com.
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As well-known
well-known
legal blogger
blogger
As
legal
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Internet Law

Kevin O’Keefe
recently said
said in
in refO’Keefe recently
erence to
creating a social
social media
media
erence
to creating
policy for aa firm’s blog: “Apply your
existing law firm
firm standards
standards and protocol on
on confidentiality,
confidentiality,PR,
PR, marketing, and
and communication.
communication. Who betbetblogs fit into your
ter to know how blogs
culture and
and the
the safeguards
safeguards needed
needed
for firm
firm comfort
comfort than
than the firm’s own
professionals?”
Furthermore, when
when developing
developing
Furthermore,
your policy, it’s important to be
be fafamiliar with the
the ethics
ethics rules
rules of the
the
miliar
states
in which you operate.
states in

What
What coNstItutes
Constitutes
Work-related
actIvIty
Activity
Work-Related
oNlINe?
Online?
This
trick question,
question, and
and aa
This is
is aa trick
tricky
tricky one,
one, given the reality that personal
worlds are
sonal and business
business worlds
are dynamic and
and constantly
constantly bumping
bumping into
one another,
another, as
as mentioned
mentioned above.
above.
The answer
answer is
that social
social media
media
The
is that
policy should apply to work-related
online activity;
activity; however,
however, what conconstitutes
work-related activity
activity is
is not
stitutes work-related
black and white.
Take
the (completely
(completely fictional) exTake the
ample
ample of
of Leslie
Leslie Kay,
Kay, an
an associate
associate at a
firm specializing
specializing in bankruptcy
bankruptcy law.
law.
Leslie
is aa great
lawyer and
and a rockLeslie is
great lawyer
climbing
“professional
climbingenthusiast.
enthusiast. For “professional
purposes,” Leslie
Leslie has
has aaLinkedIn
LinkedIn profile, where she has
posted her
her work
work
has posted
experience
and
titles
of
books
she’s
experience and
of books she’s
reading
reading for work.
work.She
She even
even shares
shares
information
information on LinkedIn groups
groups on
bankruptcy
bankruptcy legal
legal news.
news.
Leslie
Leslie the rock climber
climber also
also has
has a
Facebook page where she keeps up
with
with her
her friends
friends from
from every
every stage
stage in
her life, including
including her
her lawyer
lawyer and
and
her
school friends, and plans
plans outlaw school
ings with a rock-climbing group that
communicates through
through the
the Web
Web site.
Leslie’s
Facebook profile
profile includes
Leslie’s Facebook
includes
her work
work information.
information. Leslie
Leslie also
also
her
has
blog about
about rock
rock climbing, and
has aa blog
she Twitters
Twitters when
when she
she climbs.
climbs. SomeSometimes, Leslie compares
compares her
her climbs
climbs to
challenges
she faces
faces at
at work.
challenges she
work. LesLeslie’s Twitter
Twitter stream
stream is set to post automatically to her Facebook
Facebook profile.
So while
Leslie is
using her blog,
blog,
So
while Leslie
is using
Twitter
Twitter and
and Facebook
Facebook to pursue her
social life, anyone
anyone who wants to can
continued on
on page
page 4
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Existing
Internet
Laws
Existing
Internet

Laws
Reduce
Constitutional
Reduce
Constitutional
Protections
Protections
Jonathan Bick
By Jonathan
Bick

Internet communication
communication necessinecessitates sharing
sharing content
content and
and data
data with
with
tates
third parties.
parties. The voluntary
voluntary transfer
transfer
of such
such content and related
related data
data to
third-party Internet
Internet communication
communication
facilitators reduces
reduces or eliminates
eliminates
facilitators
First,
Third, Fourth,
First, Third,
Fourth, Fifth and
and FourFourteenth Amendment
Amendment rights
rights of
of Internet
users.
The technology
technology and
and protocols
users. The
used
used to enable Internet communicacommunication, as
as interpreted
interpreted by existing
existing privacy
and case
law, further
vacy statutes
statutes and
case law,
compromises
Internet
users’
compromises
users’ privacy
and publicity
publicity rights.
Both
legal noticrights.
es
and
technological
techniques
may
es and technological
be used to ameliorate this outcome.

thIrd
requIred
ThirdPartIes
Parties
Required
While the Internet
Internet appears
appears to be
complex
myriad of
of commucommucomplex with aa myriad
nication lines, it is not. The Internet
is a relatively simple and redundant

system
that transmits
transmits data
data from
from one
system that
available computer to another using
a procedure
procedure requiring that content
content
and data
data be
be duplicated
duplicated by
by third
third parties all along the way.
way.
particular, the
theTransmission
Transmission
In particular,
Control
Control Protocol
Protocol (“TCP”)
(“TCP”) and
and the
the
Internet Protocol (“IP”)
(“IP”) are
are required
all Internet
Internet communication
communication and
and
of all
oblige all
all Internet
Internet messages
messages to be
be
sent
sent in aa specific
specific manner.
manner. All comcomputers
puters sending
sending Internet
Internetmessages
messages
must first enclose
them in
in uniquely
enclose them
addressed digital
envelopes, then
then
addressed
digital envelopes,
send them to the gateway computer
to be handed
handed off to other networks.
Each
computer handles
Each computer
handles each
each Internet message
bycopying
copying and
and routing
routing
message by
such
IP packets
packets from
such encapsulated
encapsulated IP
network to network.
Historically,
the American
Historically, the
American privacy
privacy
doctrine is modeled upon real property concepts.
Since the
the Fourth Amendconcepts. Since
Jonathan Bick,
member of this
this
Jonathan
Bick, a member

newsletter’s
Board of
of Editors,
newsletter’s Board
Editors, is an
adjunct
professor of
of Internet law at
adjunct professor
Pace
Law School
Pace Law
School and Rutgers
Rutgers Law
Law
School.
He is
is also
also the
the author
author of 101
School. He
Things You Need
Need To
ToKnow
Know About
About InInternet Law [Random
House
2000].
[Random
May 2009
May
2009

Document hosted at

ment
increasingly
ingly exposes
exposes to
the public,
public, even
even
ment has
has been
been
increasingly subject
subject
ingly
to the
http://www.jdsupra.com/post/documentViewer.aspx?fid=6345bcf5-55d5-476f-848c-7203a9960ce6
to codification,
his own
own home
home or office,
office, is not aa
in his
codification, most
most modernization
modernization
subject of Fourth Amendment protecof privacy
privacy law is aa function
function of
of legislegislative action. As
tion. But what
what he
he seeks
seeks to
to preserve
preserve
As aa consequence,
consequence, such
as
changes
aredependent
dependent upon
upon political,
political,
as private, even in
in an
an area
area accessible
accessible
changes are
rather than technological,
to the public,
public, may be constitutionally
technological, change.
change. No
such change has
has yet
yet been
been implementprotected.”
ed with
with respect
In short,
short, the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court has
has
respect to Internet
Internet privacy.
found
that
capacity
to
claim
the
found
that
capacity
to
claim
the
PrIvacy
INterest,
Not
rIght
Privacy Interest, Not Right
protection
of
the
Fourth
Amendprotection
the
Fourth
AmendThere is
There
is no
no explicit
explicit right
right to priment depends
depends upon
whether the
the
ment
upon whether
vacy
vacy in the
the United
UnitedStates
States ConstituConstituperson
who
claims
protection
person
claims
the
protection
tion. The Supreme
Supreme Court has
has found
of the
the amendment
amendment has
has a legitimate
several
privacy interests,
interests, including:
including:
several privacy
expectation
of
privacy
the ininexpectation of privacyinin the
•
The right of
ofassociation
association concon• The
vaded
place.
See,
Rakas
v.
Illinois,
vaded
See,
Rakas
v.
Illinois,
tained in the
the First
First Amendment;
Amendment;
439 U.S.
128, 143
143 (1978). However,
U.S. 128,
•
• The Third Amendment’s privacy
a
subjective
expectation
subjective expectation of privacy
right of aa home
home owner
owner by its
its
right
is legitimate
legitimate if itit is
is one
one that
that society
society
prohibition
prohibition against
against the
the quarterquarteris prepared to
to recognize
recognize as
as reasonreasoning of soldiers “in any house” in
able,
according to Minnesota
able, according
Minnesota v. Oltime of peace
peace without the
the conconson, 495 U.S.
91 (1990).
U.S. 91
sent
sent of the owner;
Thus
Thus the privacy
privacy interest
interest one rere•
The Fourth Amendment
Amendment explic• The
tains
information
transmitted
tains
in
information
transmitted
to
affirms the privacy
privacy right
itly affirms
right of
a
third
party
is
clear.
Courts
have
a
third
party
is
clear.
Courts
have
people with
with respect
to
their
perrespect
found no
no reasonable
reasonable expectation
expectation of
sons, houses, papers
papers and effects,
privacy;
have
highlighted
factors
they
have
highlighted
against
against unreasonable
unreasonable searches
searches
evidencing
consent.
Smith
MaryIn
v.
Maryand seizures;
land,
442
U.S.
735,
742
(1979),
the
442
U.S.
735,
742
(1979),
zone of
•
Amendment’s zone
• The Fifth Amendment’s
Supreme
Court
found
Supreme
Court
found
that
there
is
no
privacy which
which government
government may
may
such
expectation
of
privacy
regarding
not force one to surrender detrithe numbers
numbers dialed
dialed on aa telephone
telephone
mental information; and
because
the
was
because
the
telephone
company
•
The Fourteenth
Fourteenth Amendment’s
Amendment’s
• The
expected
access
the
information.
expected
to
access
the
application of privacy
privacy rights to
application
Similarly, in
in United
UnitedStates
States v.
v. Simons,
Simons,
the states.
states.
206
F.3d
392
(4th
Cir.
2000),
the court
court
F.3d 392 (4th
2000), the
short, the
theSupreme
Supreme Court’s
Court’s
In short,
found
that
an
employee
did
not
have
not have
findings are
are protections
protections against
against all
a legitimate
legitimate expectation
expectation of privacy
privacy
governmental
invasions of
of life’s
life’s prigovernmental invasions
with
with regard
regard to
to his
his employer’s
employer’s record
vacies.
of his Internet
Internet usage.
usage.
Just
as there
there isis no
no explicit
explicit constiJust as
PrIvacy
of
the
Net
P
rivacy
of
the
Net
tutional right
right to
to privacy,
privacy, there is no
general privacy statute that requires
Due to the
the Internet’s
Internet’s system
system of
Due
electronic records
records held
held by third partransmitting data from one
one relativerelatively available
available and
and local computer
computer to
ties to keep
keep such
such records
records private.
private.
ties
Rather,
the protection
protection of such
another, using
using aa protocol
protocol of transanother,
transRather, the
such elecelecmission
requires that concontronic records
be found due to
records may
may be
mission which
which requires
data be
be duplicated
duplicated by
by third
third
a particular set
tent and data
set of facts.
facts.
parties all along the way, it may
parties
may be
the
aMeNdMeNt
Thefourth
Fourth
Amendment
argued that there is
argued
is no
no reasonable
reasonable
Two approaches to Fourth Amendexpectation
Internet
expectation of
of privacy
privacy in Internet
ment privacy protection
protection are
are generally
communications.
used.
One approach equated
used. One
equated unlawAt least three courts have attempted
ful requests
for information
information with unrequests for
grant some Internet privacy on the
to
lawful
lawful search
search and seizure.
seizure. The other
grounds
that itit may
grounds
that
may be
bereasonably
reasonably
approach
approach required physical
physical trespass
trespass
expected.
See,
United
States
v. Maxexpected.
See,
United
States
v.
into aa zone
zone of
of privacy.
privacy. Katz v. Unit45
M.J.
406,
417
(1996),
well,
M.J.
406,
417
(1996),
which
ed
389 U.S.
U.S. 347
347 (1967).
(1967). But
ed States,
States, 389
found
that
the
tenor
and
content
of the
found
that
the
tenor
and
the
the Katz
Katz court
court recognized
recognized that
that the
the
e-mail
conversations
between
appellant
e-mail
conversations
between
appellant
“Fourth Amendment protects people,
continued on
on page
page 4
places. What
person knowknownot places.
What a person
Internet Law
Law && Strategy
Strategy ?
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Internet
LawsLaws
Internet
continued
continued from
from page
page 33

and his correspondent
correspondent suggested
suggested that
they each had an expectation that the
conversations
conversations were private. Similarly,
Similarly,
in
in Warshak
Warshak v.v. United
UnitedStates,
States, 490
490 F.3d
F.3d
455, (6th Cir. 2007),
2007), the
the court
court found a
reasonable
expectationof
of privacy
privacy in
reasonable expectation
e-mail communications
communications after narrowto identify
identify the
the party
party
ing the inquiry to
with
with whom
whom information
informationwas
was shared
shared or
from whom
whom information
informationwas
was shielded,
shielded,
and the precise
precise information actually
actually
conveyed.
Also,
the
court
in
United
conveyed. Also, the court
United
States
v.
Heckenkamp,
482
F.3d
1142,
States v. Heckenkamp,
1147 (9th Cir. 2007),
2007), found
found that a student had aa reasonable
expectation of
reasonable expectation
privacy in information
information he
he transmitted
transmitted
over
over the university’s
university’s network insofar
insofar
as
there was
was no announced
as there
announced monitoring policy.
In
In Berger
Berger v.
v. New
New York,
York, 388
388 U.S.
U.S. 41
(1967),
the Supreme
(1967), the
Supreme Court
Court defined
defined
the procedural
procedural safeguards
safeguards necessary
necessary
to protect the privacy interest. In particular, once aa user
user establishes
establishes such a
reasonable
expectation of privacy, the
reasonable expectation
inquiry shifts
shifts to
to whether
whether the
the statute
statute
at issue
issue sufficiently
sufficiently protects
protects that
that right
to privacy.
privacy. To date,
date, no such shift has
has
occurred.
The Electronic
Electronic Communications
Communications Privacy Act of
of 1986
1986 (“ECPA”),
(“ECPA”), 18
18 U.S.C.
U.S.C.
§§2510-2521,
2701-2711,
3121-3127
§§2510-2521, 2701-2711,
(2006),
(2006), extends
extends government restricrestrictions on wire
wire taps
taps from
from telephone
telephone
tions
calls to include
include transmissions
transmissions of
of elecelectronic data
data by
by computer.
computer. However,
However,

Social
Media
Policies
Social
Media
Policies
continued from
from page
page 2

find out
out where
where she
she works and
and then
find Leslie
find
Leslie on LinkedIn.
If an
an employee
employee mentions
mentions on
on aa
personal
social
network
profile
that
personal social network
she works
your firm, then
then the
the
she
works for
for your
social media
media policy
policy can apply to her
activity in
in social
social networks.

the
clause
ThecoMMoN
Common seNse
Sense C
lause
Here’s how
handled this
Here’s
how we
we handled
this dilemma in
in the
the Jaffe
Jaffe Associates
Associates social
media
media policy:
You are responsible
responsible for
what
You
for what
you post.
post. You
You are
are personally
personally
you
responsible
for any
any of
of your onresponsible for
44

Document hosted at
Internet user
may use techthe ECPA
only protects
protects wire,
wire, oral and
Next, an Internet
ECPA only
http://www.jdsupra.com/post/documentViewer.aspx?fid=6345bcf5-55d5-476f-848c-7203a9960ce6
nology to limit
electronic
communications while
while in
electronic communications
limitaathird
thirdparty’s
party’saccess
access
transit. Internet communication techto the content of the communication.
nology and
and protocols
protocols mandate
mandate that
For example,
example, aa privileged,
privileged, propripropriFor
Internet
Internet messages
messages stop and be stored
etary or confidential
confidential Internet
Internet comcometary
multiple times
times en route,
route, thus elimimunication
munication may
may be
be sent
sent as
as an attachnating the application
to Inapplication of
of ECPA
ECPA to
ment.
The disclaimer
disclaimer in
in the
the body of
ment. The
ternet communication.
the e-mail might then
then read:
read: “The atatovercoMINg
tachment
may be
be priviprivitachment to this e-mail may
Overcoming dIffIcultIes
Difficulties
leged, proprietary
proprietary or confidential. Do
To
overcome some
someof
of the
the difficulTo overcome
ties inherent
inherent in Internet
Internet communicommunities
not
open
intended only for
not open it. It isis intended
cation,
cation, both technological
technological and legal
legal
the e-mail
recipient
noted above.
e-mail
above. If
options
options are available.
available. Both options
options
you are
are not
not the
the intended
intended recipient
recipient
you
attempt to
either limit the
the amount
amount
attempt
to either
or aa person
person responsible
responsible for deliverdeliverand change
change the
nature of content
content
and
the nature
ing this transmission
transmission to the intended
and data
data available
available to
to third
third parties or
recipient, you may not
not disclose,
disclose, copy
change
the privacy
change the
privacy expectation
expectation by
or distribute
distribute this
this transmission
transmission or take
providing notice.
any action in reliance on it.”
First, an
an Internet user may employ
Additionally, the
the communication
communication
Additionally,
legal notices to change
change the
the expectaexpectamay
may be password
password protected
protected or enention of
of privacy with
with respect
respect to the Incrypted. Rather than using exclusiveexclusiveternet communication.
communication. In particular,
particular,
ly random public Internet
Internet communicommunian Internet user
user may embed a notice
cation servers,
servers, an Internet
Internet message
message
in the communication putting a thirdmay
may be sent
sent using some
some private
private or
party
recipient on
notice that
that the
the
party recipient
on notice
specified Internet
Internet communication
communication
specified
communication
is privileged,
privileged, propricommunication is
servers.
etary
etary or confidential — and that the
Since
Since technological
technological developments
developments
third
third party
partyshould
shouldtreat
treatititas
assuch.
such. Just
Just
outpace
the rate
outpace the
rate of legal
legal evolution,
evolution,
as
as itit is important to place a notice on
digital networks
networks can
longer be
be
digital
can no
no longer
a fax cover
sheet, itit is
is important
cover sheet,
important to
wiretapped
wiretapped like analog
analog phone
phone syssysuse technology to ensure that the notems.
Future legislatures
legislatures are
are likely
likely to
tems. Future
tice appears
appearsprior
prior to
to allowing
allowing aa third
enact
laws
that
prohibit
governmenenact laws
prohibit governmenparty access
to the
the Internet commuaccess to
commutal entities’
in counterintuitive
entities’ access
access in
nication data or content.
content. The use
use of
ways,
where the parties
ways, especially
especially where
parties
data
formatting to prevent deep
deep linklinkdata formatting
involved,
involved, the content and the nature
nature
ing can be employed to force aa thirdthirdof the
the communication
communication are unknown.
party reader
reader of an
an Internet
Internet commucommuHowever, such
the
However,
such isis currently
currently not
not the
nication to view the beginning of an
case.
case.
Internet communication
communication before being
—❖—
—?—
able to access
any other
other part.
access any

line
activity conducted
conducted with
with
line activity
a firm
firm e-mail
e-mail address,
address, and/or
which can
which
can be
be traced
traced back
back to the
firm’s
domain, and/or which
which
firm’s domain,
uses firm
firm assets.
The (FIRM
(FIRM DOuses
assets. The
MAIN).com
address attached
attached
MAIN).com address
to your name
name implies that you
are acting on
on the
the firm’s behalf.
behalf.
When
e-mail adWhen using
using aa firm e-mail
dress or
or firm
dress
firmassets
assets to
to engage
engage
in
any social
social media
media or
or profesprofesin any
sional social networking activity (for
(for example
example LinkedIn and
Legal
OnRamp), all
actions
Legal OnRamp),
all actions
are public, and attorneys (and
staff) will
willbe
be held
held fully
fullyresponresponsible
said acacsible for
for any
any and
and all said
tivities.
? wwww.ljnonline.com/alm?net
www.ljnonline.com/alm?net
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the
Theless
LessthaN
than
oBvIous
Obvious clause
Clause
Outside
the workplace,
workplace, your
your
Outside the
rights to
to privacy
privacyand
andfree
freespeech
speech
protect
online
activity
conprotect online activity conducted
ducted on your
your personal
personal social
social
networks
your personal
personal
networks with
with your
e-mail address.
address. However,
However, what
you publish
publish on
on such
such personal
personal
you
online sites
sites should never be
be attributed to the
the firm and
and should
should
not appear
appear to
to be
be endorsed by or
originated from the
the firm.
firm. If you
choose
listyour
your work
work affiliaaffiliachoose totolist
on aa social
social network,
network, then
then
tion on
you should
should regard
regard all commucommuyou
nication
nication on
on that
that network
network as
as you
continued on
on page
page 5
May
May 2009
2009

Social
Media
Policies
Social
Media
Policies
continued from
from page
page 4

would in
in aaprofessional
professional network.
Online lives are
are ultimately
ultimately linked,
linked,
whether or
or not
not you
youchoose
choose to mention
firm in
tion the firm
in your
your personal
personal online networking activity.
Some
companies solve
solve the
the probSome companies
lem by asking
asking their
their employees
employees who
blog to name
name their employer on the
blog, whether
whether the
blog relates
relates to
blog,
the blog
business or
not. Other
Other companies
companies
business
or not.
ask
ask that employees
employees post a disclaimindicates that
views on
er that indicates
that the views
the site are not necessarily
necessarily those
those of
the company. Social
Social media
media guru and
uber-blogger Robert
Scoble, who
uber-blogger
Robert Scoble,
blogs on
on Scobelizer.com,
Scobelizer.com, has
has just
just
blogs
such a clause
clause on
on his blog.

so
So What
WhatcaN
CaneMPloyees
Employees Post?
Post?
At their
their core,
core, social
social media policies
are there to encourage,
are
encourage, rather than
than
discourage, activity
social netnetdiscourage,
activity on
on social

works. Social
Social networks are meant to
be
and that’s
that’s aa very
be conversations,
conversations, and
very
good thing. ItIt shows
shows the
the human
human face
face
of your firm.
In general,
general, posting policies should
follow
follow common
common sense:
sense:
Don’t
post
anything
that’s
•
post
anything
that’s confi•
dential;
Avoid the
the appearance
appearance of estabestab•• Avoid
lishing aa client-attorney
client-attorney relationship;
•
an argument
argument with
• Don’t get into an
anyone; and
polite and
and avoid
avoid sensitive
sensitive sub•• Be polite
jects.
truth is,
is, younger
younger employemployBut the truth
ees
have been
been online
online for
ees have
for years,
years, sharsharing everything they can
can think
think of (and
things you may not have)
have) and aren’t
aren’t
used
used to putting on
on the
the brakes,
brakes, even
even
when itit comes
comes to engaging in conversations
online on
on behalf
behalf of
of work.
sations online
One intriguing policy
policy is
is Sun
Sun Microsystems’,
which starts
systems’, which
starts by
by assuming
assuming
that its employees
employees will use
use common
common
sense,
but also
sense, but
also offers
offers some
some suggessuggestions on how to dive in.
The
lessons garnered
garnered from Sun
Sun
The lessons
are:
Be
respectful,
never
identify
are: Be respectful, never identify
anyone
photo or
or quote
quote somesomeanyone in
in a photo
one unless
he or she
unless he
she has
has given you
express
permission to
to do so and be
express permission
transparent.
Lay claim
claim to your posts
transparent. Lay
posts
and comments.
(See,
www.sun.com/
comments. (See,
communities/guidelines.jsp.)
May 2009
May
2009

Document hosted at
things are being
discussed
in the
Creating
fake identity
identity or posting
being
discussed in
Creating aa fake
http://www.jdsupra.com/post/documentViewer.aspx?fid=6345bcf5-55d5-476f-848c-7203a9960ce6
social network circles — it’s how
anonymously
anonymously can
can have
have serious conseattorneys
attorneys are establishing
establishing credcredquences. Whole
Whole Foods
Foods suffered
suffered when
when
ibility
and
ibility—
—so
so be
be very
very selective
selective and
president, John
John Mackey,
Mackey, used
used a
its president,
thoughtful
thoughtful about
about where
where you
you post
post
fake identity
identity to
to post
post questions
questions on
on YaYaand how you reply
reply (or
(or not).
hoo! As reported in
in the
the August
August 2007
2007
issue
ShouldaPProval
ApprovalBe
Be
issue of Internet
Internet Law
Law &&Strategy:
Strategy: “So should
goes the strange tale of
of John
John Mackey,
Mackey, requIred
RequiredBefore
Before
the chief executive
officer of Whole
executive officer
Whole eMPloyees
Post?
Employees P
ost?
Foods Market,
used aa pseudpseudFoods
Market, who
who used
Generally, if a social media
media policy
policy is
onymous identity
identity on
onthe
theYahoo!
Yahoo! mesmes- in place and the firm’s staff is trained
sage
boards for
for nearly eight years to in how
sage boards
how to
to engage
engage online,
online, the
the vast
vast malambaste competition
and promote
promote jority of
lambaste
competition and
of posts
posts should not require
require apaphis supermarket
supermarket chain’s
chain’s stock,
stock, acac- proval by anyone
his
else in
in the
the firm.
firm. In
anyone else
cording to
to documents
documents released
released by fact, employees
cording
employees who are
are already
already ususthe Federal Trade Commission (FTC).
(FTC). ing social networks may
may balk at this
… Many of
of the
themessages
messages he sent
sent as
as oversight and significantly
significantly scale
scale back
‘Rahodeb’
were critical
critical of Wild Oats
‘Rahodeb’ were
Oats their participation
participation online. The
The purpurmedia policy should
Markets,
Inc., which Whole Foods
pose of a social
social media
Markets, Inc.,
Foods is pose
to squash
squash online
online engagement.
engagement.
trying
trying to
to acquire.
acquire. The
The postings
postings came
came not be to
There will
will be
be times,
times, however, when
to light
light in
in documents
documents filed by
by Whole
Whole
approvals are
are necessary.
necessary. These
These
Foods
with the
Foods with
the FTC,
FTC, which is
is seekseek- such approvals
occasions when
when employees
employees
to block
block the
the Wild
WildOats
Oats acquisiacquisi- include occasions
ing to
to respond
respond to
to aa negative or inaction.
tion. …
… The
The [Securities
[Securities and Exchange
Exchange wish to
curate
your firm
firm or
post
about
your
or a client,
Commission]
will decide
whether to
Commission] will
decide whether
post
recommendations
for
colleagues
for
colleagues
proceed with aa formal
formal investigation
investigation
proceed
testimoni(which can
can be
be perceived as testimonidelving into
into Mackey’s
Mackey’s ‘sock-puppet‘sock-puppet- (which
als)
respond
to
journalists
or
directly
ing’
‘Rahodeb,’ which,
which,
ing’ shenanigans as ‘Rahodeb,’
regarding issues
issues of
of concern
concern for
for the
in retrospect,
retrospect, may prove to
to have
have been regarding
firm.
All
of
these
instances
can
have
All
of
these
instances
can
have
costly hobby
hobby that derailed
derailed a profa costly
unintended
legal
repercussions.
unintended
legal
repercussions.
itable acquisition
acquisition for
for Whole
Whole Foods,
Foods,
itable
Why you
You May
May WaNt
Want to
to
and caused
caused an
embittered man
and
an embittered
man to Why
Have aa dIsclaIMer
Disclaimer
sue
sue his Wild
Wild Oats.”
Oats.” (See,
(See, www.ljnon have
For lawyers,
lawyers, it’s
be
For
it’s important
important to
to be
line.com/issues/ljn_internetlaw/5_8/
very clear
about what is — and isn’t
clear about
news/149056-1.html.)
offered on
on social
social networks.
networks. The
The
— offered
MaINtaININg
clIeNt
Maintaining C
lient
vast
of
social
media
experts
vast
majority
social
media
coNfIdeNtIalIty
C
onfidentiality
in the legal field
field advise
advise that firms
firms use
use
It almost goes without
without saying
It
saying that a
disclaimers
disclaimers on their
their blogs,
blogs, especialespecialbreach
of confidentiality would
breach of
would have
have
ly when
when communicating
communicating about
about fees,
fees,
serious impact
This
a serious
impact on
on your firm. This
awards, recent
case outoutawards,
recent cases
cases or
or case
needs
to be
be clearly
clearly spelled
spelled out in any
needs to
comes,
or when
when offering
offering information.
comes, or
social media
media policy,
policy, because
because such
such That’s
social
That’s because
because attorney-client
attorney-client relarelabreaches
may be
be unintentional.
unintentional. Once tionships may be created
breaches may
created online; this
something is out there on the
the Web, it often occurs in social media whether
can
can be spread
spread — and repurposed — you want it to or
or not.
not. To protect your
anywhere.
firm,
firm, disclaimers
disclaimers may be prudent.
prudent. As
As
Here’s how
provide guidance
guidance we
Here’s
how we provide
we note
note ininJaffe
JaffeAssociates’
Associates’ social
social
in the
the Jaffe
Jaffe Associates’
Associates’ social media
media media policy:
policy:
Some
firms are
are building
building in
Some firms
in poppopAvoid forums where there
there is
is little
little
up boxes
boxes that stop
stop people
people from eecontrol over
over what
you know to
control
what you
mailing an
an attorney
attorney and require
require
be confidential
be
confidential information.
information. In
them to accept
the terms
terms of
of a disaccept the
the world of
of social
social networking,
networking,
the
claimer before
before e-mailing
claimer
e-mailing inforthere
is often
often a breach
there is
breach of conficould constitute
constitute an
mation that could
dentiality
dentialitywhen
whensomeone
someone e-mails
attorney-client relationship.
an attorney
attorney or
or posts
posts a comment
comment
Social
media policies
policies can
can help
help proSocial media
congratulating him/her
him/her on reprepcongratulating
tect the firm’s
firm’s reputation.
reputation. But
But havhavtect
resentation of
specific client
client
ing such
such a policy and
and implementing
implementing
resentation
of a specific
or on
on aaspecific
specificcase.
case. Often
Often these
these
continued on
on page
page 7
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Trademark
Protection
Trademark
Protection
continued from
from page
page 1

purpose of
purpose
of generating
generating advertising.
advertising.
The plaintiff alleged
The
alleged that
that the
the defendefendant committed
dant
committed trademark
trademark infringeinfringement by generating aa “pop-up
“pop-up ad” for
a competitive
product every
competitive product
every time a
user accessed
the plaintiff’s
plaintiff’s Web
accessed the
Web site.
The district
district court
court preliminarily
preliminarily enenThe
joined the defendant
defendant from the
the pracpractice.
On interlocutory
interlocutory appeal,
appeal, the
the SecSecond Circuit
Circuit vacated
vacated the injunction,
injunction,
holding
holding as
as a matter of law that the defendant
had not “used” the plaintiff’s
fendant had
trademark
“in commerce,”
required
trademark “in
commerce,” as required
by the
the Lanham
Lanham Act.
Act. Specifically,
Specifically, the
court
court observed
observed that the
the defendant
defendant
had “not use[d]
trademark in
use[d] 1-800’s
1-800’s trademark
the manner
manner ordinarily at issue
issue in an
infringement claim,” that is, by placplacing the mark on
on goods
goods or
or services
services in
order to
to pass
pass them off
off as
as emanating
emanating
from or
or authorized
authorized by
by 1-800.
1-800.
In the
the wake
wake of
of1-800,
1-800, several
several disdistrict courts
courts in
in the
the Second
Second Circuit dismissed attempts
attempts by
by trademark
trademark owners
to use the Lanham Act to combat the
unauthorized
unauthorized use of their marks in
in cyberspace.
These courts
courts reasoned
reasoned that
berspace. These
under
under 1-800,
1-800, the internal
internal computer
computer
use
use of a trademark is not
not actionable
actionable
as
“use in
in commerce.” For example,
as aa “use
S&L Vitamins
Vitamins Inc. v.
v. Australian
Australian
in S&L
Gold Inc.,
Inc., 521
521 F.Supp.2d
F.Supp.2d 188 (EDNY
2007),
the court
court held
held that
that utilizing a
2007), the
competitor’s
trademark in aa metatag
competitor’s trademark
metatag
influence search
search engine
engine results
results
to influence
did not
“use” within the
not constitute
constitute a “use”
meaning
meaning of
ofthe
theLanham
LanhamAct.
Act.(See
(See also,
also,
FragranceNet.com Inc. v. FragranceX.
FragranceX.
com Inc., 493
493 F.Supp.2d
F.Supp.2d 545 (EDNY
2007)
2007) (no trademark
trademark “use” based
based on
defendant’s utilization
plaintiff’s
defendant’s
utilization of
of plaintiff’s
trademark as search
search engine
engine keyword
keyword
or as
as metatag);
metatag); Merck
Merck & Co.
Co. Inc. v.
v.
Mediplan
Mediplan Health
Health Consulting
Consulting Inc.,
Inc., 425
F.Supp.2d
402 (SDNY
(SDNY 2006)
2006) (internal
(internal
F.Supp.2d 402
use
as keyword
keyword to triguse of trademark
trademark as
ger “sponsored
“sponsored links”
links” to
to defendants’
defendants’
Web sites
sites was
was not
not placement of trademark on goods
goods and thus not actionactionable “use”).

Norman
Simon is
is aa litigation
litigation
Norman C.
C. Simon
partner
partner with
with Kramer
Kramer Levin
Levin Naftalis
Naftalis
& Frankel.
Carl D.
D. Duffield,
Duffield, a litigaFrankel. Carl
tion law
law clerk
clerk with
withthe
thefirm,
firm,assisted
assisted
with
the
preparation
of
this
article.
with the preparation
66
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Web
site itself.
itself. Nor
Nor did
did the defendant
Web site
1-800 lIMIted
totofacts
Limitedhttp://www.jdsupra.com/post/documentViewer.aspx?fid=6345bcf5-55d5-476f-848c-7203a9960ce6
Facts

The district
district court
court ininRescuecom
Rescuecom
The
likewise
likewise reasoned
reasoned that 1-800 mandated the dismissal
dismissal of plaintiff’s
plaintiff’s tradetrademark infringement,
infringement, false
false designation
designation
of origin
origin and
and dilution
dilutionclaims.
claims. In
InResRescuecom, Plaintiff
Plaintiff challenged Google’s
Google’s
sale
sale of the
the“Rescuecom”
“Rescuecom” trademark
trademark
as
as aa keyword in
in its
its AdWords
AdWords service,
service,
which
which allows
allows advertisers
advertisers to
to purchase
purchase
terms that generate
“sponsored links”
links”
generate “sponsored
in response
Plaintiff
response to aa Web search.
search. Plaintiff
alleged that “whenever a user launches a search
search for the
the term
term‘Rescuecom,’
‘Rescuecom,’
seeking
seeking to be
be connected
connected to
toRescueRescuecom’s
Web site,
site, the competitors’ adcom’s Web
advertisement
andlink
link will appear
vertisement and
appear on
the searcher’s
searcher’s screen
screen … allow[ing]
allow[ing]
Rescuecom’s
competitors to deceive
Rescuecom’s competitors
deceive
and divert
divert users
users searching
searching for
for ResRescuecom’s [W]eb site.”
The lower court
The
court dismissed
dismissed under
1-800
because
the
1-800 because the non-visible
non-visible use
use
by Google of
the
“Rescuecom”
of the “Rescuecom” trademark was not an
“use in
an actionable
actionable “use
commerce.”
The Second
commerce.” The
Second Circuit vavacated
cated and
and remanded,
remanded, adopting
adopting an
an
extremely
extremely narrow view of
of 1-800,
1-800, effectively
abrogating the
the case
to its
fectively abrogating
case to
unique factual posture. Two material
factual differences
differences between
between the
thecases
cases
were deemed critical.
First, the
the court reasoned
First,
reasoned that the
defendant
in 1-800
1-800 did not use
defendant in
use the
plaintiff’s mark,
mark, but
but instead
instead its
its Web
Web
site address.
address. The Rescuecom
Rescuecom court
viewed this
be aa critical
critical distincdistincviewed
this to be
tion, observing
observing that the
the “[W]eb
“[W]eb site
site
address
was not
not used
used or
or claimed by
address was
the plaintiff
plaintiff as
as aa trademark,”
trademark,” and
and
the
“[t]he question whether the plaintiff’s
plaintiff’s
[W]eb
[W]eb site address
address was
was an unregisunregistered trademark was
never properly
was never
before
before the 1-800 court.” A footnote
footnote
added
the caveat
that “[w]e
“[w]e did
did not
added the
caveat that
imply in
in 1-800
1-800 that
that aa [W]eb
[W]eb site
site can
can
never
never be a trademark” and “[i]n fact,
fact,
the opposite is true.” A practical implication
plication is
is that
that advertisers
advertisers should
should
take
take care
care to federally
federally register
register their
domain
to ensure
domain names
names to
ensure that they
they
will
will have
have trademark protection.
Second, the Rescuecom
court exSecond,
Rescuecom court
plained that the defendant
defendant in 1-800
1-800
did not
not use,
use, display or sell the plaintiff’s mark.
mark. The pop-up
pop-up ad
ad at
at issue
issue
was
was controlled by
by aa category
category assoassociated
with the Web
site —
— for exciated with
Web site
example, “eye
“eye care”
care” —
— rather
rather than the
? wwww.ljnonline.com/alm?net
www.ljnonline.com/alm?net
Internet Law
Law && Strategy
Strategy ❖

sell any trademarks
trademarks to
to others.
others. Thus,
Thus,
the Rescuecom
decision explained:
Rescuecom decision
explained:
“To the extent that
that an
an advertisement
advertisement
for a competitor of the plaintiff
plaintiff was
was
displayed
when a user
displayed when
user opened
opened the
plaintiff’s [W]eb
[W]eb site,
site, the
the trigger
trigger to
display the ad was not based
based on the
defendant’s
sale or
or recommendation
defendant’s sale
particular trademark.”
trademark.” In conconof aa particular
trast,
Google allowed
allowed others
others to buy
trast, Google
the “Rescuecom” mark
mark as
as aa keyword,
keyword,
an activity that fit within
within the
the Lanham
Lanham
Act’s
Act’s required “use in commerce.”

aMIcI’s
arguMeNts
Amici’s A
rguments rejected
Rejected
The Second
Second Circuit accepted
accepted four
amicus briefs — two by
by consumer advocacy
groups, one
one by
by aa group
group of
of law
vocacy groups,
school
and one
one by other
school professors,
professors, and
Internet service
providers —
— that all
service providers
joined
joined Google
Google in urging
urging affirmance
affirmance
of the
the dismissal
dismissal of
ofRescuecom’s
Rescuecom’s complaint.
plaint. The Second Circuit considered
and rejected two arguments advanced
by amici
amici and
and by
by Google.
Google.
Marshaling
the uniform interpretaMarshaling the
interpretation of
of 1-800
1-800 by
by district
district courts
courts in the
circuit,
Google and
and its
its amici
circuit, Google
amici argued
argued
that as
as a matter
matter of law,
law, “the inclusion
inclusion
of a trademark in an internal computer
directory cannot
cannot constitute
constitute trademark
trademark
use.”
Thisargument
argument hinged
hinged on
on language
language
use.” This
in 1-800
1-800 that
that the
the “internal
“internal utilization
utilization
of a trademark in a way that does not
communicate
communicate itit to the public
public is
is analoanalogous
gous to an individual’s private thoughts
about
about a trademark,”
trademark,” and therefore
therefore is
not actionable
actionable under the Lanham Act.
The Rescuecom
court flatly
Rescuecom court
flatly rejected
rejected
this
this argument,
argument, stating
stating that
that itit “overreads
“overreads
the 1-800 decision.”
The court
court further
decision.” The
explained:
“Wedid
did not
not imply
imply in 1-800
explained: “We
that
alleged infringer’s
infringer’s use
tradethat an
an alleged
use of
of aa trademark in
in an
an internal
internal software
software program
program
insulates
the alleged
alleged infringer
infringer from a
insulates the
charge
of infringement, no
no matter
matter how
how
charge of
likely the
confusion in
the use
use is to
to cause
cause confusion
the
the marketplace.”
marketplace.”
The Second
The
Second Circuit’s
Circuit’s clarification
clarification
harmonizes
its view
view with
with that of other
harmonizes its
circuits
circuits that
that have
have considered
considered the
the issue.
issue.
See,
North Am.
Am. Med.
Med. Corp.
Corp. v.
v. Axiom
See, North
Worldwide
Worldwide Inc., 522
522 F.3d
F.3d 1211 (11th
Cir.
2008) (use
(use of
of trademark
trademark in
in metatag
metatag
Cir. 2008)
constitutes
“use in
in commerce”);
commerce”); Brookconstitutes “use
field Commc'n.
Commc'n. Inc.
Inc. v.v.West.
West. Coast
Coast
Entm't Corp., 174 F.3d
1036 (9th Cir.
F.3d 1036
Cir.
1999)
(same). Indeed,
Indeed, the
the U.S.
1999) (same).
U.S. Court
continued on
on page
page 8
May
May 2009
2009

Twittering
in
Twittering

in
Federal
Court
Federal
Court
By Lynne Marek
Some
federal judges
judges are
are opening
Some federal
the
the press
press reporting dithe door to the
rectly
courtrooms in the
the
rectly from their courtrooms
interest of bringing
interest
bringing more
more transpartransparency to the judicial
judicial process.
process.
Judge
Tom Marten
Marten of the
Judge Tom
the U.S.
U.S. District Court
Court for
for the
the District
District of
ofKansas
Kansas
in March
reporter for the
March allowed
allowed aa reporter
Wichita Eagle
Eagle to send
send Twitter mesmessages directly
courtroom
sages
directly from
from the courtroom
where a trial
trial of
of gang
gang members
members was
was
under
Mark Bennett
under way.
way. Judge
Judge Mark
Bennett of
the U.S.
District Court
Court for
for the NorthU.S. District
ern District of
of Iowa
Iowa also
also this
this year
year allowed blogging from his courtroom
courtroom
in the trial of
of aa landlord
landlord who
who pleadpleaded guilty to fraud, but went
went to trial
ed
on income tax violations.
Many federal
federal court
court judges
judges have
have
Many
barred
the
use
of
electronic
devices
barred
use of electronic devices
in their
their courtrooms,
courtrooms, prohibiting eveverything from laptops
laptops to
to handheld
handheld
erything
devices that can send electronic mesmessages,
often in
in the interest
interest of insulatsages, often
ing jurors
jurors from
from media
media coverage
coverage to ensure a fair trial
trial for
fordefendants.
defendants.Judges
Judges
have
also been
been concerned
concerned about the
have also
potential disruption
their courtcourtpotential
disruption to
to their
room
room proceedings.
proceedings. Still,
Still, the
the U.S.
U.S. Judicial Conference
hasno
no formal
formal policy
Conference has
on the
the matter,
matter, leaving such questions
up to individual
individual judges.
judges.
“We’re by choice the most mysterious and least transparent
branch of
transparent branch
government,
and II think
think we
government, and
we have
have an
obligation to be
be more
more transparent,”
transparent,”
Bennett said.

Lynne Marek is
is aa staff reporter for
the
Law Journal, an Incithe National Law
sive Media
Media affiliate
affiliate of Internet Law
sive
Law
& Strategy.

Social
Media
Policies
Social
Media
Policies
continued from
from page
page 5

it properly
properly requires
requires careful
careful attention
attention
to the
the nuances
nuances of the rapidly
rapidly changchanging online
online world.
world. When
When everyone
everyone is
encouraged
to dive in
encouraged to
in and
and converse,
converse,
when it’s
it’s so
so easy
easy to demonstrate
demonstrate expertise
and to share,
it’s easy
to go
pertise and
share, it’s
easy to
over the line and, for example, answer
May 2009
May
2009
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While there
has
others, including
York, leavleavthere
has been press blogothers,
including New York,
http://www.jdsupra.com/post/documentViewer.aspx?fid=6345bcf5-55d5-476f-848c-7203a9960ce6
ing such
up to individual
such decisions
decisions up
some other high-profile
ging from some
judges.
federal trials,
federal
trials, including
including that
that of
of I.
When
When one New York
York judge
judge came
came
Lewis “Scooter”
“Scooter” Libby,
Libby, former
former chief
to David
David Bookstaver,
Bookstaver, communicacommunicastaff to
to former
formerVice
Vice President
President
of staff
tions director
director for that
that state
state court
court
tions
Cheney, in Washington,
Washington, and
and
Dick Cheney,
system,
to voice a concern about resystem, to
newspaper publisher Conrad Black
porters
coming and
and going
going from his
porters coming
in Chicago,
Chicago, those
those dispatches
dispatches were
courtroom
courtroom during the Christie
Christie Brinmade directly
the courtcourtnot made
directly from the
kley divorce
divorce trial
trial last
last year,
year, BookBookkley
rooms, and
and such
such coverage
coverage would
rooms,
staver
told
him
could
staver
told
him
the
disruption
have
been
prohibited
at
those
have been prohibited at those
be
the
use
eliminated
by
allowing
of
courts.
Variations
among
federal
courts. Variations among federal
BlackBerry
devices.
The
judge
devices.
The
judge
took
courts on such
such rules
rules have
have existed
existed
courts
his advice.
for years
with some
years with
some federal courts,
courts,
“It
“It goes
goes to a judge controlling his
such as
such
as the
the U.S.
U.S. District
District Court
Court for
or
her
courtroom,”
her
courtroom,”Bookstaver
Bookstaver says,
says,
the Eastern
Eastern District of
ofArkansas,
Arkansas,
the
noting
that
he
has
reminded
judges
that
he
has
reminded
judges
reporters to use
use tape
tape rereallowing reporters
and court officers alike that the New
corders
corders in courtrooms (the tape
tape reYork system doesn’t bar the
the devices.
devices.
corders are
reporters’ own
corders
are for
for the reporters’
“I
think
this
is
a
matter
of
changing
a
“I
think
this
is
a
matter
of
changing
use,
not for broadcast).
use, not
broadcast).
culture,
with
the
judges
not
only
with
the
judges
but
Marten
and Bennett
Marten and
Bennett both allowed
allowed
with
with the
the court
court officers.”
officers.”
the coverage
after the
the individual recoverage after
The
use
of
such
technology in the
use
of
such
technology
porters approached them and
and asked
asked
courtroom
will
become
more
courtroom
will
become
more acceptacceptabout
doing it. Marten
about doing
Marten said
said he
he has
has
ed
as
a
younger
generation
judges
as
a
younger
generation
of
Ron Sylvester,
Sylvester, the
Wichita
known Ron
the Wichita
that
is
less
affected
by
media
attenless
media
attenEagle reporter
his
Eagle
reporter Twittering
Twittering from
from his
tion
and
more
technologically
savvy
and
more
technologically
savvy
courtroom,
courtroom, for
for years
years and
and respects
respects his
takes
places
on
the
bench,
says
their
places
on
the
bench,
says
reporting, but would
would likely
likely extend
extend the
Judge
Marten,
who
is
57.
Bennett,
Judge Marten, who
57. Bennett,
same
privilege to other reporters too.
same privilege
the Iowa
Iowa federal
federal judge,
judge, is
is 58.
58.
The judge said he
he was
was quickly
quickly able to
“We
are
moving
to
time
when
“We
are
moving
to
a
time
when
overcome
one
defense
lawyer’s
conovercome
defense
there is more
rather
than
less
access
more
rather
than
less
access
cerns
that jurors
jurors might breach
cerns that
breach court
the courtroom
courtroom by
by what
what judges
judges
to the
rules to view the reporting and be inview
as non-intrusive
non-intrusive elements of the
view
appropriately
appropriately swayed.
swayed.
press
press or public,”
public,” says
says First
First AmendAmend“You either
jurors to honor
honor
“You
either trust
trust jurors
ment specialist Floyd Abrams, a partthe admonishment
admonishment or not,”
not,” Marten
Marten
ner at
at New
New York-based
York-based Cahill, GorGorsaid.
“This was
was pretty
pretty much
much a nonsaid. “This
don &
& Reindel.
Reindel.
issue.
issue. II don’t see
see any difference beThe
The reason
reason some
some federal
federal judges
judges
tween
and aa journalist
journalist sitting
sitting in
tween this and
fear
fear allowing
allowing electronic
electronic messaging
messaging
there taking
taking notes.”
notes.”
their courtrooms
courtrooms is
that they
they
from their
is that
Sylvester
has also
also been
been allowed
allowed to
Sylvester has
believe
will
lead
believe itit will
lead to other
other types
types of
send such messages
during coverage
messages during
coverage
they consider
consider more
more intrucoverage they
of cases
state court
court trials.
cases in Kansas
Kansas state
sive,
such as
as TVs
TVs in
in the courtrooms,
sive, such
State
courts also
also have
have aa patchwork
State courts
Abrams says.
“There are
are aa number
number of
says. “There
policies with some,
some, including
of policies
including Iljudges
judges afraid of the slippery slope.”
slope.”
linois, barring
barring communication
communication such
such
—❖—
—?—
as Twitter
courtroom, and
and
as
Twitter from aa courtroom,
a legal question
question on a social network
such as
as Facebook
Facebook or
or LinkedIn. More
such
important than
than any
any social media polithen, is
is training staff on best
cy, then,
best practices in social media,
media, asking
asking for
for their
tices
up with the
participation and keeping up
changes in
in the
the technology
and new
changes
technology and
media so
so that
that you
you can
can help
help the
the firm
media
apace and
and reputable.
stay apace
To say
say that
that social
social networking
networking is
To
counterintuitive
to
the
practice of
counterintuitive to the practice
Internet Law
Law && Strategy
Strategy ?
❖ www.ljnonline.com/alm?net
www.ljnonline.com/alm?net

is an
an understatement.
understatement. And
law is
And to
say
that aa social
networking policy
say that
social networking
will be
be the
the panacea
panacea that
will solve
solve
will
that will
all issues
that arise
arise in
in this brave new
issues that
world is
is naïve.
naïve. A social networking
obviously is aa great
great starting
starting
policy obviously
point, but only
only ififyou
youunderstand
understand
point,
that all of
of the
the rules
rules may
may change
change by
the time you read this article.
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Trademark
Protection
Trademark
Protection
continued from
from page
page 6

of Appeals
Appeals for the
the Eleventh
Eleventh Circuit
Circuit
recently criticized 1-800,
recently
1-800, observing
observing
that to the
the extent
extent itit“based
“based its
its ‘use’
‘use’
analysis on
on the
the fact that the
analysis
the defendefendant
not display
display the
the plaintiff’s
plaintiff’s
dant did not

trademark, we think
think the
the Second
Second Circuit’s
cuit’s analysis
analysis is questionable.”
questionable.” Axiom Worldwide,
Worldwide, 522
522 F.3d
F.3d at 1219.
The Rescuecom
court also rejectRescuecom court
rejected a second
argument
advanced
second
advanced by
Google and
and its
its amici
amici that urged that
the use of the
mark to
the Rescuecom
Rescuecom mark
generate sponsored
was the
the
generate
sponsoredlinks
links was
cyberspace
equivalent of “product
cyberspace equivalent
placement”
placement” in the
the brick-and-mortar
brick-and-mortar
world.
world. An example of product
product placeplacement is when aa generic
generic product is
ment
shelved
adjacent to
to aa branded
branded prodshelved adjacent
with the
the intent
intentthat
thatconsumers
consumers
uct with
seeking
seeking out the
the trademarked
trademarked product will
will instead
instead consider
consider purchasing
purchasing
the less
less expensive
expensive generic
generic alternaalternative. Google’s
Google’s use
use ofofRescuecom’s
Rescuecom’s
trademark
trademark to list
list competitors’
competitors’ Web
Web
sites
along with
with the plaintiff’s site in
sites along
search
engine results
results was
was argued
argued to
search engine
be the online equivalent.
The Rescuecom
court concluded
Rescuecom court
concluded
that the
the analogy
analogy was
was flawed
flawed bebethat
cause
cause ifif consumer confusion was the
likely result,
result, even
even ordinary product
placement was
was actionable
actionable under the
Lanham
Act.“If
“If a retail seller
Lanham Act.
seller were
were
to be paid by an off-brand purveyor
to arrange
arrange product display
display and
and dedelivery in
in such
such aa way
way that
that customers
customers
seeking to purchase a famous brand
would receive
receive the off-brand,
off-brand, believbelieving they had
had gotten
gotten the brand
brand they
they
were
we see
were seeking,
seeking, we
see no reason
reason to
believe the practice would
would escape
escape liability
ability merely
merely because
because itit could claim
the mantle of ‘product placement.’”
placement.’”
Accepting the
allegations in
the
Accepting
the allegations
in the
complaint as
as true, as
as itit was required
do on
on aa motion
motion to
todismiss,
dismiss, the
the
to do
Rescuecom court
concluded that
that
Rescuecom
court concluded
Google’s
practice was
Google’s practice
was “significantly
different from
from benign
benign product
product placeplacement that does not violate
the
violate the [Lan[Lanham]
ham] Act.”
Act.” The
The court
courtemphasized,
emphasized,
however, that
have no idea
idea
however,
that “[w]e
“[w]e have
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tising,
whether Rescuecom
can prove
prove that
tising, 15
15 U.S.C
U.S.C §§1114
§§1114 and 1125(a),
Rescuecom
can
http://www.jdsupra.com/post/documentViewer.aspx?fid=6345bcf5-55d5-476f-848c-7203a9960ce6
because
“[i]f
§1127’s
definition is apGoogle’s
use
of
Rescuecom’s
tradebecause “[i]f §1127’s definition
Google’s
of Rescuecom’s
mark in
its
AdWords
program
causes
plied to the
the definition
definition of
of conduct
conduct
in its AdWords program causes
plied
giving rise to liability
likelihood
liabilityinin§§1114
§§1114 and
likelihood of
of confusion
confusion or
or mistake.”
mistake.”
Rescuecom
might very well
well have
1125,
this would mean
1125, this
mean that an
an acacRescuecom might
have a
cused
infringer would
challenging
time making this showcused infringer
would escape
escape liabilchallenging time
showing —
notwithstanding deliberate
deliberate dedeity, notwithstanding
— at
at least
least as it relates to Google.
ception, precisely
precisely because
because he acted
acted
As one
one amicus
amicus explained,
explained, Google
Google
As
in bad faith.”
not responsible
responsible for the
the content
content
is not
was “inconceivable”
“inconceivable” that
that ConConIt was
of search
by the
search results
results generated
generated by
gress
could have
have intended
intended this result;
term Rescuecom.
Google also
also promipromigress could
Rescuecom. Google
nently identifies
“sponsored links”
links”
rather, it was
was “clear
“clear Congress
Congress did
rather,
identifies as
as “sponsored
those results
results yielded
yielded from purchased
not intend that this definition apply
the sections
sections of the
the Lanham
Lanham Act
Act
to the
keywords,
thereby signaling
signaling to
to the
keywords, thereby
which define
define infringing
infringing conduct.”
conduct.”
public that
which
that they
they constitute
constitute paid adadThe Second
Circuit thus
thus opined that
Second Circuit
vertising
and helping to reduce
vertising and
reduce the
the entire definition
definition in
in§1127,
§1127, includlikelihood
likelihood of
of confusion.
confusion.
ing
the
bona
fide
use
requirement,
the
bona
fide
use
requirement,
a
PostscrIPt
A Postscript
should
apply
to
“use
in
commerce”
should
to
“use
in
commerce”
The Rescuecom
court
also
took
the
Rescuecom court also took
as
as it relates
relates to
to trademark
trademark registraregistraunusual step
step of issuing an appendix
tions.
The
definition
of
“use
in comThe
definition
comto correct
correct a flaw in
in the
the 1-800
1-800 decidecimerce”
the
infringement
context,
merce”
in
infringement
context,
sion’s
statutory interpretation. While
sion’s statutory
however, should
governed exexhowever,
should be governed
stressing
that the
the 1-800
1-800 holding
holding “was
stressing that
clusively
by
reference
to
the
second
reference
the
second
justified by
by numerous
numerous good
good reasons
reasons
sentence.
sentence.
and was
was undoubtedly the correct reIn
though “the judges
In the
the end, even though
sult,” the
court pointed
the Rescuecom
Rescuecom court
of
the
1-800
panel
read [the] Appenthat, nevertheless,
nevertheless, itit relied
out that,
relied in
dix
and
authorized
[the
and
authorized
[theRescuecom
Rescuecom
part on two
two district
district court
court opinions
opinions
part
panel]
state
they
agree
panel]
to
state
that
agree with
from other circuits that “overlook[ed]
it,”
the
Rescuecom
court
emphasized
it,”
the
Rescuecom
court
key statutory
statutory text” of
of the
the Lanham
Lanham
key
that it was “dictum
“dictum and not aa binding
binding
Act. The
The appendix provides an elabelabof
the
court.”
The
Second
opinion
of
the
court.”
The
Second
orate
history of the evolution of the
orate history
Circuit
expressly
invited
Congress
Circuit
expressly
invited
Congress
phrase
“use in
in commerce”
in differphrase “use
commerce” in
to “study and clear up this
this ambiguambiguent sections of the
the Lanham
Lanham Act.
ity”
in
the
definition
of
“use
in
in
the
definition
of
“use
in comcomThe
court explained
The Rescuecom
Rescuecom court
explained
merce”
the
Lanham
Act.
in
the
Lanham
that
that 1-800
1-800 cited district court
court decidecicoNclusIoN
Conclusion
sions relying
the
sions
relying on
on that
that part
part of the
The
The Second
Second Circuit’s
Circuit’s reversal
reversal in
definition of “use
“use in
in commerce”
commerce” in
definition
Rescuecom
by no means
Rescuecom by
means assures
assures a
15 USC
§1127providing
providing that
that aa mark
USC §1127
victory for the plaintiff
plaintiff on
on the
the merits.
merits.
“shall be
deemed to
use in
“shall
be deemed
to be
be in
in use
Having
survived the
the motion
motion to disHaving survived
discommerce
… on services
when itit is
commerce …
services when
miss,
Rescuecommust
must prove
prove likelilikelimiss, Rescuecom
used
used or displayed
displayed in the sale
sale or adadhood of
of consumer
consumer confusion before
vertising of
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